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Introduction
The Israeli occupation authorities have consistently, systematically and deliberately
pursued serious escalation policies and illegal practices that constitute human rights
violations against Palestinians in occupied Jerusalem. These violations increased after
US President Donald Trump›s decision in late 2017 to move the US Embassy to Jerusalem
and with its legal effects, which gave the Israeli authorities the green light to continue
and escalate their violations against civilians in occupied Jerusalem.
As the campaign of violations continues, January 2019 witnessed more deliberate
Israeli violations against Palestinians in Jerusalem. The report prepared by the EuroMediterranean Human Rights Monitor documents cases of arbitrary arrests by the
occupation authorities without any pretext or legal justification.
The occupation authorities continue their policy of restricting freedoms of the Palestinians
in Jerusalem and preventing them with all possible means from carrying out their social
and political activities. The report also examines repeated cases of abuse and severe
beatings against Palestinians in Jerusalem without any accountability, which clearly
reflects the policy of impunity enjoyed by Israel in light of the absence of a deterrence to
such racist acts and policies.
The report also examines the religious violations against the people of the Holy City, the
practical steps aimed at obliterating the city›s identity and imposing control over AlAqsa Mosque without regard to the UN resolutions on the special status of Jerusalem as
well as the Islamic and Christian holy sites there.
The report further records the arbitrary arrests of Palestinians at Al-Aqsa Mosque and
the area of Bab al-Rahma (The Golden Gate), and the issuance of decisions to forcibly
remove them without committing any violation.
The report also covers the demolition of Palestinian homes and commercial premises,
and forcing them to pay the demolishing costs, or forcing them to demolish their
property. This leads to forced, systematic and unjustified displacement of Palestinian
residents of the occupied city.
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In this report, Euro-Med Monitor seeks to shed light on the Israeli practices and systematic
attacks against Palestinians in the occupied city of Jerusalem over the past month.
The report documents legal and objective comments on the dangerous policies of the
Israeli occupation authorities and calls upon the international community to act seriously
and effectively to stop the Israeli policies, which violate international law. It further calls
for the protection of Palestinians in Jerusalem from practices of displacement, abuse and
arbitrary detention. The report also calls for the preservation of Palestinians› freedoms,
especially that of religion.

1. Arrests and home demolitions

Policy of home raids for arrest
The Israeli occupation authorities continue to carry out a policy of home raids against
Palestinians in the occupied city of Jerusalem to search them or systematically detain
them in the middle of the night. Most of these cases have been accompanied by
tampering and acts of vandalism on the part of Israeli soldiers. These home raids
mostly happen without warrants. The report highlights the most prominent raids on
Palestinian homes in Jerusalem in January 2019.
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-

Israel’s occupation forces broke into Derbas family›s house in al-Issawiya village,

east of Jerusalem, to arrest Saeb Derbas, after they searched the house.

-

On Monday, January 2019 ,14 the Israeli occupation forces moved into Batn el-

Hawa neighborhood in Silwan, south of the Old City of Jerusalem to raid and search
homes of Abu Rmouz and al-Rajabi families, arresting -15year-old Adam Abu Rmouz
and -19year-old Bahaa al-Rajabi.

-

At 2:00 am on Wednesday, 16 January 2019 the Israeli occupation forces raided two

houses in Qalandiya refugee camp, north of Jerusalem. They searched the houses
of ‹Omar Zayed and Muhammad Hammad and arrested them. During the same
night, IOF moved into Qatana village, raiding and searching Issa family’s house and
arresting Rams ‹Usama› Issa, 21.

-

The Israeli occupation forces broke into Beit Duqqu village, north-west of the

occupied city, at 1:00 am on Sunday, 20 January 2019. They raided and searched the
house of Badr family before they arrested Hussein Adel Bader, 18.

-

In the same evening, Israeli occupation forces raided and searched a number

of houses in Wadi Hilweh neighborhood in Silwan. They arrested five Palestinian
civilians: Tha›er Mousada, Mu›tasim Mousada, Noor Asfour, Muntasser Seyam and
Yazen Seyam.
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2. Restricting freedom and public assembly

Banning an event in Jerusalem’s Al-Makassed Hospital
On Monday 21 Jan. 2019, the Israeli occupation forces prevented the organization of
a social event in Al-Makassed Hospital in the occupied city of Jerusalem, with a large
number of Israeli occupation soldiers and intelligence forces breaking into the hospital
building and Al-Makassed Nursing College in order to prevent the celebration of the
“Golden Jubilee” under the pretext that the celebration was being sponsored by the
Palestinian National Authority.
The 50th anniversary of establishing the Al-Makassed Hospital was to be celebrated as
the hospital has been providing healthcare for 50 years in Jerusalem. However, Israeli
soldiers prevented holding the event by force.
Videos spread on social media showing the Israeli occupation forces attacking participants
at the event and threatening them with weapons and electric revolvers, while a number
of them were arrested. The Palestinians there demonstrated while chanting slogans
affirming Jerusalem’s Palestinian identity in a challenge to the occupation forces and
its ban.
Al-Makassed Islamic Charitable Society Hospital is one of Al-Makassed Charitable Society
institutions. It was established in 1968 with 60 beds for patients. The hospital continued
to expand with 250 beds are licensed at the present time.
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Al-Makassed is the main referral hospital for the Palestinian society in Jerusalem, the
West Bank and the Gaza Strip, besides being an educational hospital providing training,
specialization and scientific research services to resident physicians and students of the
Faculty of Medicine in collaboration with Al Quds University.
Gilad Ardan, the Minister of Public Security in the Israeli government, ordered the banning
of this activity at Al-Makassed Hospital on the grounds that it is being sponsored by
the Palestinian National Authority. According to Ardan, the event would showcast the
Palestinian identity through political speeches on behalf of the Palestinian Authority,
and by the participation of Palestinian figures such as the governor of Jerusalem, Adnan
al-Husseini.
The director of the hospital said: “Today, we had a social meeting, talking about the
development and achievements of the hospital during the fifty years of operation. AlMakassed hospital was officially opened in 1968, and 2018 was the fiftieth anniversary
of this institution. We were surprised by the occupation authorities breaking into the
building, and we received a letter through a representative of the Minister of Public
Security, ordering us to cancel the event. We tried to discuss the problem, but the police
beat some of the guests and employees and forced them to leave the hall.”
This is not the first time that the Israeli forces break into Al-Makassed hospital,
but it happened several times in the past where Palestinians were arrested and
taken by force, and sometimes were seriously wounded by soldiers. The Israeli
forces also assaulted many doctors and former staff members. The occupation
continues its repressive measures in order to prevent the celebration of an event
organized by the hospital.
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3. Assaults by beating and use of excessive force
Case of Rani Abu Sbeih
Rani Abu Subeih from Jerusalem was assaulted by the Israeli occupation forces at the
border crossing on 26 Jan. 2019, as he returned from Jordan, causing multiple bruises to
his body.
Mr. Rani Abu Sbeih traveled with his wife to Jordan then to Saudi Arabia to perform
Umrah. Upon his return, and as he arrived at the Israeli side, he got out of the bus and
waited to bring the bags to the inspection machines, but he was surprised by one of the
security men coming from behind, hitting him and forcing him down without any legal
justification.
Mr. Rani explained the details of the incident, saying that: “I got out of the bus at
approximately 11:00 am, and our bags were on the second bus. At that time, I had my
passport and a carry-on bag. I was attacked from the back by more than one soldiers,
even though I did not resist at all. They checked my wife›s passport and my money. They
broke my glasses and hit me on the head, hands, back and legs.”
Mr. Rani continued: “Then they took me, but I could not stand on my feet from the blows
I received. I fainted because of the blows on my head. They brought me an ambulance.
Then the security director came to the bridge and apologized to me because I did not
do anything. They left me, and no one investigated the incident.”
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Legal overview of the use of excessive force by Israel’s occupation forces
in Jerusalem:
The Israeli occupation forces systematically use excessive force and torture during the
arrest of Palestinians in Jerusalem. Following the security incidents that took place
in Jerusalem in the last two years, Israeli Public Security Minister Gilad Ardan allowed
Israeli soldiers to do everything in their power to punish the Palestinians, and provided
them with full cover for repressive measures and humiliating searches in public areas,
all under the pretext of maintaining security, which led to the implicit understanding of
these soldiers that they have legal immunity against their actions, with some of them
taking advantage of these powers to unleash hatred and racism against Palestinians.
The least proof for this were the marks of torture found on the bodies of Palestinians in
the city of Jerusalem in the recent period.

Finally, we note that the excessive use of force and violence against Palestinians
by the security forces and their torture is a crime in itself, in both domestic and
international laws. The force that the law permits to use during detention is only in
the case of a person›s objection to his detention. But what we see on the ground
is illegal. Even if the Palestinians resist arrest - as the police claim in some cases
- this does not allow the security forces to severely beat the detainee in sensitive
areas in his head or eyes, etc.
In Mr. Rani Abu Sbeih’s case, for example, he never resisted arrest, and he was never
investigated at all. Even the security director himself attended and apologized
because he did not do anything, clearly demonstrating the illegality of the assault.
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5. Religious Violations

Surrounding and closing the Dome of the Rock area
On Monday 14th of January 2019, hundreds of heavily armed Israeli occupation policemen
invaded Al-Aqsa Mosque, surrounded the Dome of the Rock and closed it for several
hours. They also assaulted Shaikh Omar al-Kiswani, director for Al-Aqsa compound,
because he objected to the oppressive procedures of the occupation and the trespassing
of the soldiers into the Muslim-sacred area.
According to The Jerusalem Islamic Waqf, two Israeli policemen intended to storm the
Dome of the Rock Mosque during the morning inspection rounds. One of them was
wearing the Jewish Kippah on his head. When a guard from the Islamic Waqf asked him
to remove the Kippah before entering the mosque informing him that it is forbidden to
do so, he refused to do so, and insisted on entering the mosque while wearing it.
Consequently, the guards of Al-Aqsa Mosque decided to close the doors of the mosque
and prevented the policeman from entering the mosque. After this, hundreds of Israeli
soldiers stormed Al-Aqsa Mosque, surrounding the Dome of the Rock and closing all its
gates for several hours. They prevented the prayers of al-Dhuhr and al-Asr in the Dome
of the Rock and tried to storm it several times in order to arrest these guards.
This act enraged Jerusalemites and the official institutions. Hundreds of Jerusalemites
protested around the Dome of the Rock, demanding that the Israeli forces withdraw
from the mosque. Al-Dhuhr prayer was not performed in al-Qibli Chapel too. The
Jerusalemites waited long hours under the rain and the cold weather. The Israeli forces
withdrew several hours later.
The worshippers performed al-Asr prayer at a late time in the Dome of the Rock Chapel.
Several hours later, the Israeli police arrested four members of Al-Aqsa Mosque›s guards:
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Fadi Alian, Luai Abu al-Saad, Ahmad Abu Aliya, Yahya Shehadeh and the Jerusalemite
Awad al-Salaymah. They interrogated them for hours at al-Qishla police station in the
Old City. They were released in the late nighttime on the condition of being expelled
from Al-Aqsa Mosque for a week, and to be called in for investigation after the end of the
deportation period.
On 20th of January 2019, six guards of Al-Aqsa Mosque were interrogated at al-Qishla
station. They were Fadi Alian, Luai Abu al-Saad, Ahmad Abu Aliya, Khalil al-Tarhouni,
Salman Abu Mayala, Arafat Najib, and Awad Salameh. They were handed a decision to
remove them from al-Aqsa Mosque for periods between 6-4 months, at the request of
the commander of the Israeli police in Jerusalem. These guards set up a protest at Bab
al-Asbat (Lion›s Gate) against the deportation decisions.
It is worth mentioning that on 7th of January 2011, the Israeli intelligence agency arrested
Firas al-Dibs, the media officer in the Islamic Waqf in Jerusalem, and took him to the
Moscovia Detention Centre in Jerusalem on the basis of a complaint against him by a
police officer at Al-Aqsa Mosque.
The next day, he was brought before the Magistrate›s Court for conditional release.
The court ordered him to stay away from the complainant police officer for 90 days, in
addition to paying a warranty.
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Al-Aqsa›s Western Wall

On 16th of January 2011, the Israeli occupation authorities placed iron scaffolds on the
Western Wall of Al-Aqsa Mosque, in preparation to start working on it on their own,
without asking for a permission from the Islamic Waqf Department.
It is known that Al-Aqsa Mosque is under the Jordanian administration in accordance
with international agreements between the Israeli occupation and the Hashemite
Kingdom of Jordan. In this regard, the restoration of the Mosque in all its facilities and
parts, including the walls of the entire mosque, must be carried out only through the
Islamic Waqf Department in Jerusalem. However, the Israeli occupation authorities
violate these obligations. They try to play an independent sovereign role and dominate
all the affairs in the mosque.
Such actions by the Israeli authorities have angered the Jerusalemite community and
the official institutions in particular. They considered that working on the walls of Al-Aqsa
Mosque is an encroachment on Al-Aqsa Mosque and an overstepping by the occupation
authorities that would harm Al-Aqsa Mosque and its pillars, especially in the absence of
any Jordanian or Palestinian officials to monitor the works and excavations in place.
Moreover, the fact that the Israeli precedents in excavations under the mosque, including
digging tunnels, weakening of the foundations of the mosque, and distorting the
historical narrative through secretly concealing the Islamic historical monuments make
the Israeli actions related to the Western Wall all the more suspicious and unacceptable.
Thus, the Waqf Council, the Supreme Islamic Committee, the Ifta’ Department and the
Islamic Waqf have issued a statement clarifying that the Israeli occupation authorities
conducted several deep excavations that uncovered the foundations of Al-Aqsa Mosque,
which led to the fall of one of the stones of the mosque, which the Israelis stole. In spite
of the demand of the Jordanian government and the Islamic Waqd to return the stone
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to its place, the Israeli occupation is still postponing and did not return the stone.
The statement stated that on Wednesday, 16th of January 2019, the Israeli occupation
authorities erected high scaffoldings in order to carry out renovations in the Western
Wall from the Islamic Museum side, which is an obvious attack on the powers of the
Islamic Waqf, which has the sole responsibility for the restoration before and after the
occupation has started.

Arresting women at the Bab al-Rahma (Golden Gate)

The Israeli occupation continues its arbitrary arrests at Al-Aqsa Mosque and the Golden
Gate area in particular. The occupation forces arrest women who are present in this area
during the settlers› incursions into the Mosque without any legal justification.
All this comes within the framework of restrictions on worshippers at Al-Aqsa Mosque,
while Israeli settlers continue their daily incursions into the mosque under the protection
of the occupation forces. They also carry out several religious violations and provocations
against Muslim worshippers.
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These cases are monitored by the Euro-Mediterranean Human Rights Monitor:

The arrest of Mrs. Muntaha Amara from the Golden Gate area
On 28th of January 2019, the Israeli police arrested Mrs. Muntaha Amara as she left from
the Lion›s Gate, one of the gates of Al-Aqsa Mosque. She was taken to al-Qishla police
station for questioning on charges of disrupting public order.
Mrs. Amara was arrested and accused of disturbing the public order only because of her
presence at the Golden Gate area during the settlers› incursions into Al-Aqsa Mosque,
even though she did not commit any illegal action, according to lawyer Khaled Zabarka,
who was following the case of Mrs. Amara. After the end of the interrogation, she was
handed a deportation decision from Al-Aqsa Mosque for 15 days.
In legal terms, the Israeli occupation continues to practice its violations at Al-Aqsa
Mosque, as they arrest everyone in the mosque during the settlers’ incursions, especially
in the Golden Gate area, without committing any unlawful act.
Being there at that time and place is a crime of “public order disturbance” according
to the Israeli authorities. The Israeli authorities did not only do so but have gone even
as far as to arrest women under this charge, which clearly demonstrates the political
aim of intimidating individuals and using collective punishment in order to pass implicit
policies.
As for arrests in the Golden Gate area, Euro-Med Monitor has referred to these legal
violations:
1) The law does not criminalize the presence of any Palestinian person in the Golden
Gate area, as long as they have not committed any unlawful act, even if this presence
does not appeal to the occupation authorities or settlers, as it is not related to the wishes
of anyone. Thus, the arrest of any person on this charge is arbitrary, which is in itself a
crime of unjust detention.
2) The law makes arrest and detention exceptional, which should be resorted to only as
a last choice. Consequently, these arrests are unlawful and involve a kind of intimidation
and collective punishment. They can be replaced by summons in the most extreme
cases.
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5. Cases of home demolitions and denial of building permits

The Israeli occupation authorities carry out harsh arbitrary acts against Palestinians in
the city of Jerusalem. They seek to expel Palestinians by denying them building permits
and by demolishing their homes and shops.
According to statistics, the Israeli occupation authorities demolished 68 residential
homes and 178 commercial establishments in 2018, while also issuing demolition orders
for more than 125 houses and commercial establishments in the city of Jerusalem.
According to detailed statistics, the number of houses demolished following demolition
orders by the Israeli Municipality and the Israeli courts in 2018 was 57 houses, of which 10
were self-demolished by owners in order to avoid the expenses incurred by demolition
from the Israeli Municipality itself. Also, more than 144 people were displaced from their
homes because of these demolitions, about 58 of them are minors.
In January 2011, the Israeli municipality of Jerusalem continued to issue and implement
demolition orders of properties for Palestinian residents of Jerusalem, under the pretext
of building without permits. The campaign included the demolition of houses in Beit
Hanina, Wadi Al-Jawz and other areas.
The report sheds the light on the most prominent cases in January 2019.

The demolition of a house in Beit Hanina
The Israeli occupation bulldozers demolished the house of the Jerusalemite resident
Hamza Al-Moghrabi in A’tarot area near Beit Hanina, on an area of approximately 80 square
meters, under the pretext of building without a permit from the Israeli municipality.
The Israeli police and special Forces have imposed a security cordon around the house
since the early morning, emptying a part of its contents, and preventing press crews and
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citizens from approaching the house until the completion of the demolition procedures.
Hajj Najib Shweiki said: “A few months ago, I had a difficult road accident that made me
dependent on a wheelchair. I searched for a ground floor house without stairs for rental
because I had a medical checkup every two days in the hospital, and I wouldn’t be able to
move a lot. I found this small house and rented it. Less than a month ago, I was surprised
by an intelligence officer named Captain Amir. He asked me if I knew that the house had
been notified of a demolishing order. I told him that the owner of the house had told me
so. He also told me that the demolition order currently had been stopped and is being
processed by the relevant court. Captain Amir said that he wanted to reassure me that
the demolition had been canceled, and I could stay at home quietly. Also, he wanted to
know me personally and to tell me not to worry about anything.”
Shweiki added: “Today, at 5:00 am, I was surprised by the arrival of a large force of Israeli
policemen with bulldozers. They surrounded the house from all sides and told me that I
had 5 minutes to evacuate the house. I asked them to use the toilet only, and they said to
me you have 3 minutes to do so, although I am on a wheelchair and I need five minutes
to reach the toilet. He started shouting at my son and I was afraid they would arrest him,
and then rushed out of the toilet, and they took us out of the house and demolished it
while most of the furniture was still inside.”
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Hamza al-Moghrabi, the owner of the house, said: “I built the house over five years ago,
a simple -80square-meter house and fines were paid to the Israeli municipality totaling
more than 35,000 Shekels to cancel the demolition order but to no avail. I rented the
house out to Hajj Najib Shweiki about four months ago, because it is suitable for his
health status as he is on a wheelchair with special needs. It was easy for him to move in
and out, and yet they drove him out of the house at night. We only managed to remove
some equipment, while everything else was demolished with the house, including
furniture, the bedroom, and others.”
Al-Moghrabi added: “The demolition was carried out despite the fact that I have started
the process of legally licensing the house, and the municipality of Jerusalem has given
us hope that there is an opportunity to grant the license, but I believe that the Ministry
of Interior has particularly targeted us, and it is racing against time to carry out the
demolition order against us. Whenever we obtained a court ruling to extend the period
of suspending the demolition order, the ministry would call for shortening it.”

Demolition of a multi-storey building in Wad Al-Jawz
On Thursday, 31 January 2011, Israeli bulldozers demolished a building owned by the
Jerusalemite Khaled Al-Malahi in the Wadi Al-Jawz neighborhood in Jerusalem. The
building includes three modern apartments and three commercial facilities in the
ground floor. The occupation forces had cordoned off the industrial zone in the Wadi AlJawz neighborhood and surrounded Al-Malahi building. Then, they dismantled some of
its contents and started demolishing the building.
Mr. Khalid Al-Malahi said: “I have been working in this place for more than twenty years.
I have a shop for repairing and washing cars. My children and I have been living in this
shop for more than twenty years. I have paid municipality fines of more than 160,000 NIS
but to no avail. The municipality staff and the police broke into the shop two days ago,
they handed me an order to demolish the shop and the residential building. I had to
evacuate within 24 hours, I asked the municipal employee how I could evacuate within
24 hours, which is unreasonable and insufficient, then I went to a lawyer, but they came
today and completely demolished the building.”
“My children are asking me where we will live now. We have no other house, and I do not
know what to answer.» Al-Malahi added.
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Other demolitions cases

The Israeli occupation authorities forced Haitham Mohammed Mustafa to demolish his
garage for repairing cars in the village of Issawiya by himself on Monday 21 January 2019
under the pretext of building without a permit. Mustafa built the garage only about
a month ago. On the same day, the Israeli occupation court issued an order forcing
Mohammed Omar Abu Hussein to demolish his house in order not to pay a fine for the
occupation forces to demolish the house of one floor which is approximately -220squaremeter in which a family of 12 live.
Mohammed Samir al-Abbasi demolished two rooms from his house in the town of
Silwan after the decision of the Israeli municipality to demolish two rooms by himself
on the pretext of non-licensing, or else to pay the fine of the demolition cost by the
occupation forces, and the house is located on an area of 50 m2, which was built two and
a half years ago.
Israeli bulldozers razed the house of Issa Mohammed Ja›afra in Ayn Al-Luza neighborhood
in Silwan on Wednesday, 30 January 2019, a -60square-meter house, in which 8 people
live; it was demolished once before in 2016. It consisted of 4 apartments with an area of
100 m2 each.
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6. Legal description of Israel’s abuses

It can be said that what the Israeli occupation and the municipality of Jerusalem are doing
is a flagrant violation of the rights of Jerusalemites to live away from racial discrimination.
The municipality of the occupation has not yet issued a general organizational plan to
regulate the issue of building permits in East Jerusalem, thus giving building permits to
Jerusalemites according to it.
Although the natural increase in the population clearly necessitates regulating the
provision of housing for present and future generations, the reality of the case indicates
that the Jerusalem Municipality intentionally refrains from issuing detailed building
plans to regulate and meet the legal housing needs of contemporary living generations
in East Jerusalem, pushing them to unauthorized construction for living and sustaining
life, rather than emigrating and leaving their land or houses in areas beyond the apartheid
wall
Even though, the Israeli courts do not accept this claim and decided that building
without a permit is not permissible in all cases, and supports the demolition orders, and
in most cases does not exceed the need to write a passing note to the municipality to
issue planning schemes in East Jerusalem.
Such an action contradicts the most basic duties of the state, which are implemented
in the Jewish neighborhoods and areas. It is illegal, if not racist, to apply the law to one
party and not the other. Israel’s Jerusalem Municipality clearly failed to perform its duties
of organizing a detailed outline of building in East Jerusalem. As long as this is the case,
families building without permits have every right to build since the shortcoming is on
the part of the municipality, which failed to meet the demographic requirements of the
Palestinian population.
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We also refer to the gravity of the actions taken by the occupation regarding the policy
of sudden demolition without warning, including the loss of the family’s belongings
and their property and demolishing the houses on these properties, which shows the
frightening aspect in these procedures.
At the same time, we stress the seriousness of the occupation›s actions in terms of
forcing Jerusalemites to demolish their homes by threatening them to assume the
costs of demolition and high security and the threat of imprisonment on the grounds of
breaking the court orders. This shows a flagrant harm and abuse to the owners of these
homes and to their feelings and to the feelings of their children, spouses, and families.
They forced to demolish their homes and their memories in their own hands under the
threat of the municipality and the occupation with imprisonment or expensive offenses,
in addition to their loss from the demolition itself.
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Recommendations
The Euro-Mediterranean Human Rights Monitor stresses the need for the
international community to shoulder its full responsibility for the Palestinians
in Jerusalem, as residents of occupied areas under UN Security Council and UN
General Assembly resolutions. The international organization also calls to work on
refraining from allowing the Israeli authorities to renounce their obligations under
international law, as an occupying power, and the arbitrary demolition of Palestinian
homes in Jerusalem.
The youth-led organization calls on the Israeli authorities to immediately release
all administrative detainees and to put an end to the policy of administrative and
arbitrary detention against Palestinians in Jerusalem.
The human rights organization condemns the racist practices committed by the
Israeli occupation authorities against Palestinians in Jerusalem and calls upon
all United Nations organizations and the European Union to take clear and firm
positions towards these practices, which include restrictions on religious freedom,
incitement and aggression against Palestinians in all its forms.
The Israeli occupation authorities must immediately stop all provocative acts
targeting Jerusalem activists, including media incitement by the Israeli media.
Euro-Med Monitor stresses the need to stop all forms of racist practices by the Israeli
occupation authorities against the Palestinians in Jerusalem, including stopping
the control of the construction process in East Jerusalem, which comes as part of
its repeated attempts to expel Palestinians from Jerusalem.
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